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< Big Brother

What problem are we trying to solve?

Communications is fragmented across several types of media - blog, wiki, jabber - useful in a collaborative
environment to query a range of data sources at once - also useful to the individual

What else were we discussing when we looked into the UI for the entailment project?
What did we do after we refactored the entire project?

Birds-eye view of the project - a device to show trends in the project, provide an overview of the project
since its inception - putting everything into one place for easy understanding
Real-time vs. after-the-fact indexing - in a voice conversation and you want to query parts of the
conversation that had occurred in the past, in addition to querying it after the conversation - storage and
tagging of real-time information (voice, video etc) with text that has been identified as being related to the
real-time information (e.g. text from speech recognition, a blog entry right after the conversation)
Finds related concepts related to a project - the user seeds the project description with some words, and the
system will gather data about related words - because that data is interesting in itself, and because we can
use the expanded set of words in speech recognition later on

A typical session

To aid in the illustration, the following examples are in English, although the system should have a query syntax that

allows for arbitrary complexity.

What did Enoch and Daniel do in last 6 weeks?
Interpretation: a list of projects we worked on, a list of keywords and a list of documents that rank
highest with those keywords
Sample output:

BigBrother
Keyword #1: speech

list of documents
Keyword #2: collaboration

list of documents
What are keywords related to speech? / What concepts are discussed with speech?

Interpretation: a list of keywords related to speech, as used in the project BigBrother
Sample output:

Sphinx
list of documents

accuracy
list of documents

vocabulary
list of documents

etc
How often is speech recognition discussed compared with information retrieval?
What conversations did Enoch and Daniel have with Masa about BigBrother speech recognition last week?

list of documents
What concepts were discussed in the project and at what times during the project were they discussed?
Take me to the part of the audio conversation that James had with Masa about the colour of the user
interface.
What events happened after the meeting last Thursday?

Permission filtering

Questions to consider:

Suppose we queried, "What did Masa do in the last 6 weeks?"
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There are issues of what information is made available to whom. Although Masa's blog and wiki
updates are nonetheless public information, any processing/analysis of that information may be
considered private/sensitive as it may allow others to observe trends that are not otherwise visible.

Access privileges can be implemented at one of two levels. There is a global index that stores information for
all users. Results are filtered to show only those documents/projects/ideas that a users has access to.
Alternatively, there is an index for each user that only stores information that the user has access to.
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